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Recent types of pull production control systems are Conwip and Hybrid KanbanlConwip. In this
article we see these rypes of systems as species that have evolved from Kanban. We genemlire this
evolutionary approach, in order to genemte new hybrid species. To find the best species, we use
evolutionary computation and simulation. 7his novel approach is illustmted through the e~ample
of a production line with four stages. For this e~ample, the simulated evolution process com~erges
to a new species of pull system that cannot be classified as Kanban, Conwip, or Hybrid. This




Satisfying demand with minimum inventory is a major concern for many manufac[uring
companies: actually, it is one key to competitiveness. Just-[n-Time (]IT) is a philosophy that focuses
on eliminating wastes; it sees inventory as an eviL Therefore, JIT has received much attention from
both managers and researchers. For example, Golhar and Stamm (1991) identified more than 860
articles dealing with 11T since 1970.
The JIT philosophy uses two tools for minimizing the inventory levels in a factory: continuous
improvement (Kaizen) and the pull production control principle. The purpose of pull production is to
keep inventory as low as possible, while ensuring that demand is satisfied. The purpose of con[inuous
improvement is to 'shape the environment'; that is, to improve the production process in order to gain
productivity, and eventually allow further reduction of inventory levels. In the following, we focus on
the pull production control principle.
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Bonvik et nL (1997) introduces a new pull production control system, namely a KanbanlConwip
Hybrid. That article compares the new system wi[h other types ofsystems: Kanban, minimal blocking,
Basestock, and Conwip. The conclusion is that Hybrid is the best system for achicving a high service
level target while minimizing inventory. Our purpose is to study more general hybrid systems, and to
show that it is possible to reach at least the same level of performance as the KanbanlConwip Hybrid,
but with simpler systems.
First, we briefly discuss three pull strategies, namely Kanban, Conwip (Spearman et al., 1990), and
KanbanlConwip Hybrid (Bonvik et al., 1997). Second, we analyze the reasons underlying the
development of Conwip and Hybrid; to develop new pull strategies, we propose a process based on the
principles of natural evolution. Third, we illustrate the approach by the same example as use:d in
Bonvik et al. (1997), namely a production line model with four stages, inspired by a Toyota factory.
2. Pull strategies
We fuws on pull strategies applied to production lines that process a single part type. In such
production lines, a work station is allowed to produce only when it receivcs an nuthoriTation from a
downstream station; the downstream station releases an authorization when it withdraws a part from
its input inventory; see Fig. I. Thus, in a pull system, demand directly controls production. Pull is the
opposite of push, which plans production at each stage according to demand and cycle time estimates:
production is not coordinated among stages.
INSERT Fig. 1
The principle of pull control has been implemented in several strategies such as Kanban, Conw~p,
and Hybrid. These three strategies will be discussed next.
2.1. Kanhan
The Kanban principle limits the inventory level at each stage of a production process, through the
use of cards: the number of cards that circulate between two stages determines the maximum W[P
level allowed betweenthesetwo stages; see Fig. 2. Each resource works in order to raise the inventory
level up to its limit. Dc Ohno, manager at Toyota, created Kanban in order to replace the traditional
techniques of reorder point and economic lot sizes. Sugimori et al. (1977) is one of the first articles
reporting on the implementation of Kanban. Many other articles followed. Kimura and Terada (1981),
Monden (1981), Schonberger (1982) describe Kanban, and report its promising effieiency. Many surveys
of the Kanban litemture havc already bcen published. Berkley (1992) proposes a classification of?I25
Kanban system modcls He uses operational design criteria, such as the blocking mechanism, thc
withdrawal strategy, and the h~pe of Kanban cards. Pnce er aL (1994) reviews optimization models of
Kanban systems. Smg and Brar (1992) classifics various modcls of 11T manufacturing systems. Chu
and Shih (1992) rcviews and compares numerous simulation studies on 11T. Huang and Kusiak (1996)
gives an overview of various Kanban systems and altematives, and classifies thc previous studies.
Gaury e! al. (1997) takes stock of the way modeling techniques and simulation are used to study
Kanban systems. Other Kanban systems called generalrzed Kanban and extended Kanhan are
introduced in Buzacott (1989), and Dallery and Liberopoulos (1995) respectively. Ftein e( al. (199~)




Conwip stands for Constaut Work [n ProEress. Conwip has been first proposed in Spcarman and
Hogg ( 1986), and further presented in Spearman e! al. ( ]990). The main goal of Kanban is to decrease
WIP, whercas push systems emphasize throughput (Amin and Altiok, 1997). The Conwip objective is to
combine the low inventory levels of Kanban with the high throughput of Push. One way to achieve
this objective is to consider a Push system that allows only a limited number of parts at the same time:
raw materials can be released into the system only when the last stage asks for it (Pull principle). This
limitation can be implemented through the use ofcards, as in Kanban. Within the system, there are no
restrictions: each stage can produce as fast as it can, and the presence of a part in the input inventory is
itselfa signal to produce (Push principle); Fig. 3.
INSERT Fig. 3
Earlier research has investigated the principle oforder release according to information on the pro-
duction line workload. For instance, Bertrand (1983) studies an order release strategy tha[ aims a[
main[aining a specific workload level ofproduction lines, and De Koster and Wijngaard (1989) com-
pares the performance of local and integral workload control.
2.3. HvbridKanban~Conwip
A disadvan[age of Conwip is Ihat inventory levels inside the system are not controlled individually:
for example, high inventories can appear in front of slow machines, and inventories can reach high~~z5
levcls when a machine brcaks down. Comvip does guaran[ee an upper bound for the overall WIP.
w~h~ch remains constant over [ime Recently Bonvik er aL (1997) proposed a new control strategy. The
idea is [o combine the advantages of Conwip (high throughput with a low overall WIP Icvel) with
those of Kanban (control of all inventory Ievels, at all stages). This Hybrid KanbanlComcip strategc is
implementcd bv adding Kanban cells to Conwip; see Fig. 4. Notice [hat the last stage does not need a
Kanban control, since any part that has progressed so far, will replace a delivered finished good part
(Conwip control principle).
INSERT Fig. 4
2 4 Evolution ofpullpraductianconirnl systems
So far, researchers have analyzed existing systems, identified problems, and proposed new systems.
Thcir approach resulted in Hybrid, which seems to be the best type of pull system. We, however,
propose a novel approach based on the theory of natural evolution and genetics: we view Kanban,
Conwip, and Hybnd as species of pull systems; Within each species, individnals aze the vazious
configurations of the corresponding pull system. The following pazagraphs will explain how Conwip and
Hybrid have been created from Kanban, according tothe same mcchanisms as in natuml evolution.
Spearman e! al. (1990) points out that Kanban has limited applicability; indeed, Hall ( I 9R I) is cited:
"Kanban is intrinsically a system for repetitive manufacturing". Many other articles show that some
manufacturing environments are not suited to Kanban: one ofthc most extensive studies is Krajewski et
aL (19R7). Thus, Spearman et al. (1990) proposes Conwip as a pull system [hat is more generally
applicable than Kanban. [n fact, Conw~p can be seen as a Kanban authorization loop that convols thc
whole productíon line. Thus, using genetic terminology, we define Conwip as a species that results from
a mutatian - or a series ofmutations -ofthe Kanban species, in response to hostile environments.
Bonvik er al. (1997)presents Hybrid as a combination of Kanban and Conwip: Hybrid can be created
from Coma~ip by adding Kanban authorization loops. Through this process, the characteristics ofKanban
and Conwip are mixed to fortn an improved system. Thus, in genetic terminology, Hybrid is the result of
a crossover (or recombination) process: Kanban and Conwnp are the parents, and Hybrid is the ofjspnng
or descencfant.
For the Conwip and KanbanlConwip Hybrid systems, researchers decided how to make Kanban
evolve. However, other combinations and mutations of pull species are possible. Moreover, in nature,
randomness is a key to evolution. Thus, it may bc interesting to generalize this evolutionary approach, in
order to creatc new pull species. Important issues, addressed in the following, are the performance and
the pradical implementation ofthese new species. We make a model ofnatural evolution, and apply it toS125
pull species. In the next sections we shall introduce evolutionary computation, and adapt an Evolutionary
Algorithm (EA) for the studv ofpull sys[ems.
3. An evolutionary approach
Nature is a large sourcc of inspira[ion for researchers in the field of computer sciences. lndeed.
examples of techniques that tn~ to reproduce mechanisms observed in nature, are simulated annealing.
neural networks, and artificial intelligence. Evolutionary compu[ation is a discipline that finds its
msp~ration in natural cvolution.
3.1. Evolutionary algorilhms (EAs)
Evolution is a method of searching for solutions among a large set of possibilities (search space).
Random variations obtained through operators such as mutation and recombination, make specics
evolve. Natural sclection tends to let the fittest individuals survive and reproduce, thus propagating
their good genes to the next generations. EAs reproduce this stochastic process. They begin their
search for the fittest solution from a set of potential solutions, which is called a population. Hence,
cach solu[ion is coded as a chromo.rome, which has components (also called genes) that are thc
parameters of [he problem to be solved. Generally, the initial population is chosen randomly. EAs
make the initial population evolve toward a population that is expected to contain the best solution.
For this goal, EAs use the following reproduction-evaluation cycle: for each iteration - called a
generation - solutions from the current population are selected with a given probability, and copies of
these solutions are created. This selection is based on the fitness of solutions, relative to the curre~rt
population, in the sense that the strongest solutions will have a higher probability of being copied
("survival of the fittest"). In a simulation-optimization approach, a solution is a vector of input values
of a simulation model; its fitness is a function of the output variables (Pierzeval and Tautou, 1997).
New solutions produced by this process, are submitted to the mutation and recombination operator,
which we shall describe later. This process is called reproduction. The recombination mechanism
mixes parental information, while passing information on to the descendants (offspring). Mutation
introduces innovation into the populatioa From one generation to another, solutions have higher
fitness, globally speaking. The main steps of an EA are as follows (Spears et al., 1993 and Bdck,
1996):
Step 0. Start with the generation counter equal to zero.
Step 1. Initialize a population ofindividuals.
Step 2. Evaluate the fitness of all initial individuals in population.
Step 3. Increase the generation counter.Gl2~
Step 4. Sclect a sub-population for children reproduction (selecuon).
Stcp ~. Recombine selec[ed parents (recombination).
Step fi. Perturb the mated population stochasticallv (mutation).
Step 7. Evaluate the fitness ofthe ma[ed population (evaluation).
Step R. Test the termination criterion (number of generations, fitness, etc.), and stop or retum to
stcp 3.
When implemen[ing an EA, five main choices must be made, namely on encoding of solutions,
fitncss, selection mechanism, evolutionary operators, and parameters of the algorithm. Next, we shall
discuss these choices for the studv of pull systems.
3.2. Encoding of.rohdion.r
The first issue in implementing an EA is to find a way to model solutions using chromosomes. We
propose a simple cncoding, which may need tn he lefined in future research.
In order to identify a pull system, we need to know which stations are linked by each authorization
loops, and the number of cards in cach authorization loop. For instance, if we know [hat there arc
authorization loops only between consecutive pairs of resources, then we understand that the control
system is a Kanban system. Besides this s[ructural information, the definition of the control system
needs the numbers of cards in the authoriza[ion loops. In fact, the two types of information may be
expressed as follows. When a resource does not need authorizations to produce, it is allowed [o
produce as long as it has parts in its input inventory. For instance, in a Comvip system, all the
resources except [he first one, work according to this principle: they always have the authorization to
produce. This can be modeled through an authorization loop, with an infinite number ofcards. Thus, a
Conwip system is equivalent to a Hybrid system with all Kanban authorization loops having an
infinite number of cards; see Fig. 5. In this way, we build a common representation of the Kanban,
Conwip, and Hybrid species: a chromosome is the list of genes (k~, ..., k,,, c) where k~, .. ., k~ are the
numbers of Kanban cards, and c is the number of Conwip cards. We are interested in considering
genes with a domain ofthc tvpe D v (~o}, where D is a finite set ofinteger values.
INSERT Fig. 5.
Table t explains how to select the values of (k~, ..., k,,, c) in order to obtain a specific pull control
specics. Note that thc search space defined by this representation is not limited to the Kanban.7~25
Conwip, and Hybrid species; for instance, it is possible to have a chromosome such as (k~ - x, k1 - 5,
k3 - 6, k, - x. c- 8), which cannot be classificd as a representation of a known pull species. Thus, sse
have found a way not only to reproduce the evolution process that led to the KanbarJConwip Hybrid
specics, but also to cxtcnd it.
INSERT Tablc I
From a practical viewpoint, it remains to interpret an in~nire number of cards. An authorization
loop with an infinite number of cards does not need to be implemented: it is not a binding constraint
for the system, and it has no effect on the performance of the production line. Analogously, if doubling
the number of cards in an au[horization loop docs not have any effec[ on production system's
performance, then this authorization loop is not a binding constraint so it does not need to be
implemented.
3.2. Firness
The second choice concerns the fitness of individuals. The Kanban literature uses many
performance measures. Chuh and Shih (1992) classifies these measures into three categories: overall,
inventory related, and due-date related. That review suggests that three criteria have been used
frequently: facility utilization, output ra[e, and WIP. We believe that facility utilization should not be
used as a performance measure, because the goal of a JIT manufacturing system is not to keep workers
and machines busy (Goldrat and Fox, 1986). Thus, the remaining important criteria are WIP and
output rate. Output rate, however, should be measured relatively to demand rate: a system should not
overproduce; yet, it should meet demand very fast. Ideally, a manufacturing system should meet
demand from stock (100oI service goal). Hence, the proportion of demand actually met from stock
(service level) is a good indicator of system performance. Thus, our goal is to achieve a predetermined
service level, while minimizing WIP.
There are techniques that use EAs with a constraint. The most widely used technique penalizes
chromosomes that do not respect the constraint, artificially either decreasing or increasing the fitness
ofthese chromosomes, according to the objective (Michalewicz, 1992). If the objective is to minimize
the fitness, then penalizing a solution that does not respect the constraint on service level implies
increasing its fitness. The penalty is defined as a function of the constraint violation: the more the
constraint is violated, the more the chromosome is penalized. Thus, the fitness ofeach chromosome is
[he sum ofthe average overall WIP level and a penalty. which mav be zero.}ii2~
We shall evaluate the fitness of individuals through simulation: the EA sends chromosomes as in-
put to the simulation model, which retums a fitness estimation of the corresponding individuals. In
case of s[ochastic simulation, either several rcplications or a singlc long simulation run can be used to
estimate the fitness
The combination of EA and simulation is ra[her time-consuming. In order to save computer time.
uninteresting solutions should be avoided. The understanding of pull systems can help idcntifying such
solutions If the number of Conwip cards (namely, c) is given an infinite value, then the chromosome
actually represents a Kanban system, and the numbcrs of Kanban cards (namely, the k,) should not be
given an infinite value. Indeed, infinite values would lead to a system where the overall WIP is no[
boundcd. tf the number of Conwip cards is finite, then Ihe chromosome represents either Conwip or
Hybrid, and the sum of the Kanban card numbers should be less than the number of Conwip cards:
FJcI ~ c. Indeed, since the lowest number of cards (c or FJc,) determines the overall W[P level, the
gcneric system would be equivalent to Kanban, meaning that the number of Comvip cards could be
given 1n infinite value.
3.3. .Selection
Thc third decision concerns the selection technique. One af the most popular selection systems is
the roulette wheel (Goldberg, 1989). In that system, the decision whether to select a chromosome is
made according to a probability assigned to each chromosome. That probabílity is based on the fitness
of the chromosome, such that the one with the best fitness has a higher chance of surviving. We
choose to implement the roulette wheel principle. However, the literature provides many alternatives
to this principle:
. sigma-scaling also accounu for the standard deviation ofthe individual fitness (Forrest, 1985);
~ elitism preserves a number of the best individuals, from one generation to another (De Jong,
I 975);
. Boltzmann selection uses the principle of crystallization that is also used in simulated annealing
(Goldberg, 1990, de la Maza and Tidor, 1993);
. rank selecdon maintains the pressure of selection, even when the fitness of individuals gets very
close to each other (Baker, 1985);
. tournnment selectian makes individuals compete against each other (Goldberg and Deb, 1991).
3.4. Evolutionary operaturs
3.4.1. Recumhinationytz5
As a recombination operator, we use síngle-point crossover (Goldberg, 1989), which replaces hco
parents X' and X' by their offspring X" and 1'~ as follows. An integer pos, representing the position at
which the solutions k and X' are cut, is selccted randomly between I and q- I where q is the number
of genes in the chromosome. The inversion of the two parts of each chromosome Icads to the offspring




In natural world, each gene in the chromosome of an offspring has a small chance of mutating. We
use a mutation operator that changes only one gene per chromosome. This gene is chosen randomly in
thc chromosome, and is replaced with a new gene. The value of the new gene is chosen randonily. The
following selection strategies can be found in the literature (Michalewicz, 1992, and Pierreval and
Tautou, 1997): selection of thc Launds of the domain, use of~ uniform probability distribution, use of
a triangular or gaussian probability distribution, etc.
The valuc of the new gene must be chosen within iu domain, D v{roJ.. The probability
distributíon for the selection of a gene's value within its domain is chosen as follows: ~ with
probability p~, and any integer value ofD with con.rtant probability ( 1 - pQ)ICazd(D) whereps denotes
the probability of selecting ~ as the value of a gene, and Card(D) is the number of integer values
contained in the set D. The same probability distribution is used to define the initial population (step I
in the algorithm).
This mutation operator can randomly generate any solution of the search space in the initial
population. Furthermore, any solution of thc search space can be reached from any other solution,
using a finite sequence of mutations.
3.5. Parameters
The last decision concerns the choice of values for the various parameters in the EA. De Jong
(1975) performed many experimenu to quantífy how much the values ofparameters influence the EA
performance. That article concludes that the best population size is ~0 to l00 individuals, the best
single-point crossover rate is approximately 0.6 per pair ofparents, and the best mutation rate is 0.001
per bit. Obviously these values depend on the experimental conditions used in De long (1975). For
instance, a population of 50 to 100 individuals does not sound reasonable when fitness is estimated
through stochastic simulation. More generally, Mitchell (1996, pp. 175-177) suggesu that crossover,Iwzs
mutation. and selection should be balanced, depending on both the titness function, and the encoding.
Thereforc. it is recommended to choose the parameter values according to a trial and error strategy.
Using this strategy, we choose the following parameters:
~ penalty is 2000 x(targeted fill rate - measured fill rate);
~ pr is 0.25;
~ domains for Kanban numbers are D-{ 1,..,20}N;
~ domain for thc Conwip number is D-{ 1,..,45}N;
~ population size is 30 individuals;
~ mutation and recombination probabilities are 0.7 and 0.3 respectively.
4. Example
To illustrate the evolutionary approach, we consider the same example as in Bonvik et al. (1997).
This example is a production line with four machines, inspired by Toyota Motor Company, which
makes components for an automobile assembly line. Bonvik et al. (1997) uses extensive simulations to
study the performance of Kanban, minimal blocking, basestock, Conwip, atid I lybrid KanbanlConwip.
That article shows that the best Hybrid configuration outperforms the best Kanban configuration, and
that this advantage grows as demand rate increases. Kanban and minimal blocking have similar
performance, and the same close relationship is observed for Conwip and basestock. The performance
ofConwip and basestock falls between those ofKanban and Hybrid.
For the same production line, we want to derive new species ofpull control systems. Moreover, we
would Iike to compare these species with the ones studied in Bonvik et al. (1997), in terms of
performance and practical implementation. We use EA and discrete-event simulation modeling to
make a population of pull systems evolve.
4. I. Simulation mode!
We assume that the delivery of raw materials is continuous and infinite, and that movements of
products and cards aze instantaneous. The system has the following other characteristics:
~ Processing times at each station follow a lognormal distribution with a mean of 0.98 time units
(minutes) and a standazd deviation of0.02 time units.
~ Demand interatrival time is a constant, namely one time unit. [ndeed, the system is feeding an
assembly line that is modeled as a deterrninistic demand process consuming one part per minute. If
no finished product is available, the assembly line stops and demand is lost (actually, in Toyota
plants, lost demands are compensated by working longer hours, until the production plan for the dayI 1r25
is met). Thus, it is essential to have a service level as close to IOOo~o as possible. As in Bonvik er al.
(1997), we set the service level [arget at 99 9~.
~ Machines have times between failures and repair times that are exponcntially distnbuted with means
equal to 1000 and 3 time units respectively.
We use SIMAN as a simulation language. As in Bonvik et nl. (1997), we select a run length of
240,000 time units; we discard results collected during a transicnt period, which we estimate to last
9,600 time units. We verify the simulation modcl by comparing simulated output to results in Bonvik
et nl. (1997).
4.2. First result.r
We run the optimization procedure using the paramc[ers defined above. The best solution obtaincd
by the EA is shown in Fig. 7. Its average overall WIP is 13.177 parts, and average service Icvel is
99 8930~~.
INSERT Fig. 7
This result raises several questions. Indeed, we observe that the average service level does not
satisfy the 99.90~o constraint. Yet, the value is very close to the target: the deviation from the target is
only 0.0070~0. Besides, the card numbers at the two last stages seem large compared with thc number
ofConwip cards. This suggests that these card numbers ( 14) do not impose any constraint on the flow
ofparts: wc might replace 14 by x. However, the algorithm is not exhaustive, and does not necessarily
search for equivalent solutions. Thus, we need to test whether the card numbers at the two last stages
might be replaced by an infinite value. To answer this question, we develop the following simple
procedure. We vary the card numbers to be tested, according to an experimental desiga [n this design,
the numbers vary between a low level - namely, the value found by the EA - and a high level, namely,
twice the value found by the EA. We simulate each combination, and analyze the output through
ANOVA (analysis of variance), which shows whether varying a particular card number has a
significant effect on the performance of the production system. lf doubling a card numbcr does not
have a significant effect, then we infer that this card number may be considered to be infinite. We
apply this procedure to the solution shown in Fig. 7. This leads to the simplified solution shown in Fig.
8. This solution gives exactly the ~~ame perjormance as the solution in Fig. 7.
~NSERT Fig. 812I25
4.3. EA C~unvergence
The results in the previous section were obtained for mutation and recombination probabilities
cqual to 0.7 and 0.3 respectively, these values were chosen ad hoc. Thus, an important question is
whether the EA gives [he same results if we choose other probabilities. Table 2 shows the results of
ten EA variants with different probabilities; p,,,,,~ is the mutation probability (the recombina[ion
probability is such that the sum of the mutation and recombination probabilities is one). The
performance of each solution in Table 2 is estimated from five replications.
INSERT Table 2
The individuals ofthe population shown in Table 2 differ essentially in their card numbers. Indeed,
the card configurations change drastically from one solution to another. However, there are also the
following similarities. All nine solutions give similar performances: the service levels vary around
99 4ol0, with a sprc:ad of about OA3o~o; the average WIP levels vary a bit more: the spread is about 1.7
units around a value of 13.6 units. Moreover, some EA soluiions shaw an infinite nurnber of cards.
Othcr finite numbers are higher than the Conwip card number, so simplification should be possible, as
in section 4.2. Simplified solutions and their average performance are shown in Table 3, where shaded
cells represent infinite card numbers.
INSERT Table 3
These results show that [here is a recurrent type ofcontrol system, namely the one with only three
authorization loops corresponding to c, k~, and k7; see Fig. 9. Thus, EA converges to a specics of
production control that is not Kanban, Conwip, or Hybrid.
MSERT Fig. 9
The results so far suggest that this type of production control is the best that can be obtained by our
EA. Since the objective is to achieve a 99.9"~o service level with minimal WIP, we prefer the solution
in table 3 with c- I5, ki - 3, and k1- 3: average WIP is 14.19 units, and average service level is
99.9070~0. However, it is not certain that this solution is the best configuration of the production
control system. Indeed, EAs are knowm to be efficient in finding good regions in the search space, but
they may be less suitable for the exploration of these good regions. Thus, it is recommended to
combine EAs with a local search technique, in a two-step optimization approach (Syrjakow and13l25
Szczcrbicka. 199d) In the following, ~ee use Response Surface Me[hodology (RSM) to pcrform a
localsearch
4.4. Re.~ponse S:,rJ'aceMerhodoloy,y (XSiN)
The objective ofthis sec[ion is to find the configuration of the production control system shown in
Fig. 9[hat achieves [he 999o~o service level target with minimum inventory. Thus, we are searching
for the optimal valucs ofc, k~, and k.. So we have only three values to optimize: the EA solutions (sec
Table 3) show over which region we should search
We first estimate regression metamodels of the performance mcasures (namch, the a~eragc WIP
level and the average service level), and next solve the optimization problem analytically. Metamodels
approximate the inpuUoutput behavior ofa simulated system. For our optimization, the inputs aze c, k~,
and k~; the outputs are the two performance measures. In ordcr to build metamodels, we use regression
techniques based on a sample of I~O data. Such data is obtained [hrough experimentation (simulation).
Design Of Experiment (DOE) is a technique that helps us to select combinations of input values be
simulated. The select,on depends un the kind of UO óehavior we assume Since we are looking for an
optimum, we use a second-order polvnomial (sce Kleijnen, 1998)
WIP -ifo' i~,k',' Q:k~' ij~ }:ir:-k,k. `if,:,k,~ ' ~::zk,- t ir:~,c' ~::sk~' ~x~~ ~Q,:z:~,k~ } e.
ServiCC - 99.9 - Yo t Yrk, t Y~z' Y~ t Yi:-~lka } Yt:,k," t Y~:~z' t Y,:~,c t Y:~~ } Ya~2 t Yi:1:3k~kzc f e,
where p -(~in, ..-. Q,:::3)' and y -(ya ..., y~:.:3)' are the vectors of regression parameters (each with 11
components), and e is the additive random error. In order to estimate p and y, we use a cenlra!
composite de.vign, which is a (fractional) j actorial de.rign augmented with axial points and a central
point (see Kleijnen, 1987, pp. 312-314). For our three ínput factors (namely c, kt, and kz), this design
yields the combinations of input values shown in Table 4, where -a, -I, 0, tl, ta, are the fivc
standardized input levels, a~ I, a s 0. Previous results (see Table 3) show in which region we should
search. Thus, we select the actual factor levels according to the EA values (see Table 5).
INSERT Table 4
INSERT Table 5
For each input combination in Table 4, we run five simulation replications, and wc compute the
average outputs (see right-hand of table 4). We now have a sample of IIO data from which we can
build the regression metamodel of the average W'lP and service levels. Using the statistical softwarel~l2i
packagc SPSS. we compute the estimated vectors of regression parameters ~3 and y; see Table b.
Since metamodels only approximate the 1~0 behavior of the simulated system, we also need to
estima[e the adequacy, such as the adjusted R~ and the F-sta[istic (see Khuri and Cornell, 1996). A
pcrfect fit would Ic;ad [o an adjusted R' valuc of I.O, and an F value approaching infiníty.
RVSERT Table 6
Table 6 shows that the regression mctamodel perfectly fits for the average WIP Ievel, and
adequately fits the average service IeveL the adjusted R'` values are L00 and 0.87 respectively.
It is difficult to estimate the effect ofan input factor on the performance from the two regression
metamodels. Indeed, these [wo models consider quadratic effects and interactions among c, k~, and k:.
Thus, plots of the equations can be useful for understanding the models. In Fig. 10 and Fig. I 1, we plot
the performance measures as func[ions of k~ and k1 for each level of c considercd in the esperimental
design l~he pluls clcarly show that the number of cards in the Conwip loop (namely c) has most effect
on both the avcrage WIP level and average deviation from the service Icvcl target. Mnreover,
decreasing c decreases the average WIP level, but also decreases the average service level, Thus, 14
Comvip cards is the best compromise. Indeed, 13 Conwip cards make it impossible to achieve the
99.90~o service level target (the deviation from the target is negative for aIl values ofk! and kZ), and I S
Conwip cards give an average WIP level approximately one uni[ higher, compared with the WIP of 14
cards.
INSERT fig 10 and I I
In order to complete the optimization, we have [o find thc best values ofk~ and k1 that achieve the
99.9"~o service target, given that the number of Comvip cards is 14. It does not seem to be possible to




Service(k~, k1)I 3 ? 99.9 .
(1)
This mathcmatícal problem can be solved through the Lagrangean multiplier (A) technique: (I)
bccomeslil2~
Min ~W1P(k~, k-)I ;1 t~ Senice(k~, k,)IG u-99.9 ~j-
Sctting the threc partial derivatives (f~lrlk~, ?Jr~kz, c'Ir~.ï) to zero givcs threc equations Solving this
s~'stem of cquations leads to se~'cral solutions; two of them are acceptable (other solu[ions give
ncgativc values for k~ and k.): (kt- 7 863; k: - 2.643) and (k~ - 6.380; k~ - 1.d97). Thesc solutions are
qui[e close [o each other. Becausc we are looking for inte~er valucs, and the anal~tical solutions aro at
thc limit of the area invcstigated b~ [he experimen[al design that led to the rcgression modcls. ~~e
pertbrm a scarch around these anahtical soluhons Table 7 givcs thc results of this search. and
compares the performanec measures computed from the estimatcd regression metamodels (which arc
onh' approximations; see R~) with those obtaincd through simulation. Simulation results are computcd
from 30 replications. so that we can make comparisons ~aith Bonvik et nl. (1997).
INSERT Table 7
Frnm Table 7 we conclude that configurations with k~ - 1 lead to average service leccls relativel}'
far bclow Ihe 99.9`Yo target. Concerning the avcrage W1P Icvels, results arc vcry close to each o[her,
lowes[ Ievels are reached when k, - I. The configuration of the generic model that docs achic~'c thc
99.9a~o service level targe[ with minimum im'cnton has kl - 6 and k~ - 3. But, it seems that am'
configuration with k~ e{6, 7, 8} and k~ e{2. 3} is a good solution: the deviation from thc 99.90~0
service level target is at most 0.0090~0, and the average WIP lecel varies betwecn 13.Sí32 and 13.63
units.
5. Discussion
In Bonvik el al. (1997), authors perform an exltaustive search for the best configuration for each
stmteg~', tvith a scrvicc level target of 99.9`Y. The} simulate all configurations with card numbcrs Icss
than fi~ c for stages 1 to 3, less than 25 for the last stage, and less than 2~ for the Conwip loop. The}'
conclude that Hybrid is the best strategy, and that its best configuration is c- I S', kt - 2, k, - 3, k3 - ~,
and k, - I5. The 950~o confidence intervals ofthe performance measure of this system arc
. W1P-13.93t0.03
~ Service - 99.907 t 0.007
We focus on Kanban, Comvip, and Hybrid. Based on common characteristics. we define a singlc
chromosomc encoding that we optimize for the same production line as in Bonvik et nl. (1997). The
' In Bomik et aL (1997), c has a calue of 13. It would mean 0[at the WIP Icvcl cannot be above 13. This is in
contmdiction ~cith Ihe perfortnance shown m the article. Authors co~rmed tl[at the correct value is c- I5.1612:
optimization procedure is bascd on an EA. and we investiga[c identical r.inges { 1,...20}.; v{x} for all
Kanban numbers and a{1...4i}~v {x~ rangc for the Conwip cards. We obtain results that ditl~er
significantl}~ from Bonvik et aL (1997).
i The E.A converges to a t~pe of pull s~stem tha[ docs not correspond to an}' prcdcfined species. Thc
best configuration of this new type of pull system (c - 13, k~ - 6, k~ - 3, k3 - x, and k, - x) }~iclds
thc follo~~ ing pcrformance:
~ WIP-13.54t0.01R
. Scrvice - 99.9002 t 0.006
This WIP Icvel is better than for the best Hybrid system, but the lower limit of the 95oL, canfidencc
intcrval on scrvicc is not abovc the targct of99.9"~0.
ii. More generalh, the main advantage of thc ncw h}brid spccics is [hat it is simplcr than thc H~brid
Kanban~Comcip species. Indeed, authonzation loops with an infinite number of cards do not nced
to be implemented. Thus, only three loops are necessary', instcad of five for H}brid
KanbanlConwip. This relative simplicity is an advantage, not only for the practical implemcntation
ofthe system, but also for the optimization ofits parameters.
iii Our results show that the inventory level at the firs[ stage may not be as Bonvik e( uL (1997)
assumed: the card number at s[agc I is 6, which is outside thc range studied in Bonvik el aL (1997).
The inventory partitioning along the production line has a bowl shape (Hillier and Boling. 1966).
Unfortunately, there is no proof that v,'e can generalize thc result to other production s}~stems:
evolutionary computation is ver} good at developing highh- specialized adaptations to specific
characteristics of the environment (Mitchell, 1996). For another environmcnt, the proccdure should be
repeated.
6. Conclusion
We propose a generalization of hybrid pull systems. We consider existing typcs of pull systems
(Kanban. Conwip, and Hybrid KanbanlComvip) as spccies, and use an evolutionary approach to dcrivc
new specics. This approach is illustrated through the example of a production linc with four stages
making a single part hpe, inspired by a Toyota factory. The objective is to achieve a high survice level
while minimizing inven[ory~. The results show that Hybrid Kanban~Conwip may not be the bes[ pull
system: a simplified hybrid s}~stem seems to perform better. The fact that the result cannot bc
classified as Kanban, Comvip, or Hybrid KanbanlConwip suggests that a broader approach to pull
control should be considered in future research. The approach that we proposed in this paper is a first
step in this direct~on. Indeed, the search space depends highly on the choice of encoding for [he EA.1712?
Thus. it may be possible to find another trpe of strateg~ that cannot be represented by our encoding.
and yet yields a better performance for the same production linc.
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Figure l0. 3D plot ofWIP as a function ofk~ and k-, for various values ofc2112;
~ k1
Figurc 1 1. 3D plots of thc dcviation fwm thc 9994i,; servicc targct Icvcl as a tunction ofkr and k,, for
various values of c2~i125
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Hvbrid c k, k~ k„., x
Table I. A single encodíng for thrcc pull sy'stems
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19 2 8 20 20
15 2 ~i 1~3 l~
16 I x ~0 12
13 8 15 x 1~
IS 3 13 x 19
14 2 4 14 I~
I~ 13 4 x 1~
13 8 x 18 x
Table 2. Best solution obtained by the EA, as a funetion ofp,,,,,,
,„w WIP Senice c k,
0.1 14.19 99.9117 IS 3
(1.2 14.29 99.9119 IS 2
0.3 14.04 99.898 IS 2
0.4 13.70 99.875 IG 1
(1.5 12.G5 99.881 13 8
O.G 14.36 99.911 IS 3
0.7 I3.18 99.893 I~ 2
0.8 13.G3 99.895 14 13











~ c ~', k~ WIP Service
I t1 tt tI 12.5383 99.87.i.i
2 -1 tl tl 14.36(K~ 99.9182
3 fl -I tl 12.G782 99.RG82
4 -1 -I tl Ia.5868 99.918
5 tl fl -I 12.4832 99.85~t-1
G -1 tl -I 1~.337 99.9082
7 tl -I -I 12G17 99.8G8Ci
8 -1 -I -1 14.593G 99,9234
9 -a (1 0 1 LGG12 99 835d
10 -a (1 0 15.4948 99.951K
11 0 ta (1 13.284Ci 99.89G8
12 0 -a ll 13.G488 99.881G
13 0 ll ta 13.i79~ 999054
IJ U 0 -a 13.i588 99.9U5
IS tl 11 (1 13.G(17 99.9104
Table 4. Central composite desígn and outputs25~2i
-n -I 0 tl tn
c 12 13 Id 1~ Ití
k~ 2 ~ G 8 IU
k. 3 5 7 9 II
Table 5. Levels for each inpu[ factor




























Table 6. Estimated regression parameters, and statistics
Rcgression Simulation
Y
k~ k: WIP Scrvicc WIP Scrvice
8 3 13.(37 99.8R3 13.fi13 t 0.016 99.895 t O.fH)7
7 3 13.61 99.890 13.590 t Q015 99.896 t 0,008
Fi 3 13S6G 99.89G 13 5~(0 t O.OlB 99.9002 t 0.00G
8 2 13.629 99.R85 13.G08 t 0.018 99.896 f 0.(A)R
7 2 13.G 99.894 13.550 t 0.015 99.896 f 0.008
6 2 I3.553 99.901 13.536t 0.017 99.R91 t 0.(M)7
8 1 13.618 99.886 13.~92 t 0.018 99.805 t 0.1109
7 1 13.526 99.896 13.377t O.ll lR 99.815 t 0.010
6 I 13.537 99.904 13.177 f 0.028 99.816 f 0.010
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